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This journal belongs to



Spiral into the WOMB 



This journal is an empowering tool to
record your spiritual journey with the

WOMB Wisdom Oracle Deck 
 

Using the cards and writing in this journal
will deepen your spiritual practice and
allow you to access more of your own

innate divine wisdom. 
 

I hope you love the cards and this journal!
 

Love ALL Ways
 

Dr. TaMara Rose

Welcome my Love!



You are here, my Love, because your WOMB has
called you!! She has summoned you to spiral into the

depths of your soul to come face-to-face with
yourself. She has called you to make peace with ALL

your wounds and traumas -inherited and chosen-
that have plagued you since birth. Although some of
those wounds and traumas are not yours, it is YOUR

responsibility to heal them so that you can FULLY
embody your soul's authentic purpose! Your WOMB
has invited you to this place to heal. Her desire is for

you to become intimately acquainted with her
PowHer...your PowHer so that you can heal your

lineage and change your legacy!
My Love, YOU ARE the cycle breaker!

My Love, YOU ARE the reason!
My Love, YOU ARE the chosen! 
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WOMB Affirmation 
As I dismantle and rebuild my foundation 
(the root, trauma, wounds, ancestral imprints, DNA

encoding, cellular and muscle memories, etc), 
 

As I pull up the weeds
 (old narratives, conditioning, dogma, indoctrination,

societal scripts, etc.), 
 

As I sweep away the trash of them, they
and the others 

(those things, people, relationships and situations
that no longer serve me)

 
I  own and embody my authenticity, my

soul’s purpose!
 

my WOMB Wisdom, my WOMB PowHer!
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The WOMB Wisdom Oracle Deck deck was
made with love! Each card was intuitively

guided by Spirit Her Most High - The Divine
Feminine Spirit, The Ancestor, and The

Divine Mothers! The messages were
channeled, through me, with the purpose

and intention of assisting us in connecting to
our highest and most authentic self. 

 
This journal along with the deck will serve as

our guide to assisting us in boldly and
courageously embodying our soul's purpose

unapologetically! 
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The Spirit of the Divine Feminine



This journal embodies the sacred energy of
the number 13. The number 13 embodies
the Spirit of Divine Feminine Energy.  The
13th letter of the English alphabet is M,
which in the Hebrew alphabet is Mem
meaning water. In Egypt the word for

water is Moo. The Divine Mother is
associated with water (and the Moo-n), as
all life begins in water. The Moon travels

an average of 13 degrees a day and there
are 13 weeks between the equinoxes and

the solstices.  
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Historically, a woman’s menstrual cycle or
the moon phase was in sync with the moon
for an average of 13 menstrual cycles per

year. 13 is a beautiful combination of
strength, energy, inspiration, passion, and

motivation. The number 13 is the Alpha
and Omega, the beginning and the end.

Many ancient secret societies and mystery
schools understood that the number 13
represented death and rebirth through

ascension into eternal life and it
represented the secret knowledge of all life

including sacred sexuality.
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Since 13 is a prime number it is only
divisible by itself representing purity – as
13 then is incorruptible and exists within

its own integrity. The number 13 embodies
the energy of prosperity and our

relationship to it. The motto above the
pyramid in the Great Seal e pluribus unum
has 13 letters and means “out of the many,
one” or “one from many” or “many uniting
into one”. On the back of the Great Seal it

says Annuit cœptis, which also has 13
letters.
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Furthermore, there are also 13 levels of the
pyramid culminating with the infamous All

Seeing Eye at the top. The number 13
announces the ending of old cycles and
the beginning of new ones. In the ribbon
below the pyramid is the Latin inscription

“Novus Ordo Seclorum” which means New
World Order. Perhaps it is a coincidence
that “New World Order” has 13 letters. 
Corona...Crown Cosmic Consciousness...

Instilling fear of the number 13 was a way
to disconnect the masses from this
PowHerFull Divine Source Energy. 
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It is time once again, to remember that the
vibration of 13 helps us to realign with

Source Energy, our own healing and
embodying our authentic truth and soul’s

purpose.
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How to Use this Journal

Breathe & Center 
Set Your Intention

Draw a Card  
Notice What You Feel 

Write & Reflect



Step 1: Breathe & Center
Before you draw a card, take a moment to
center yourself with a deep nourishing breath
all the way down to your WOMB Space. Bring
yourself into conscious awareness of your
body.



Before choosing a card, connect in and create
an Intention. You may like to blow gently on
the cards to infuse them with your energy and
then make any requests for support from your
Spirit Team. 

You may like to whisper into the cards or speak
your request silently.

If you are seeking support for a particular
issue, you can ask, “ Can you offer me insight
on x?”

If you are seeking general guidance, you can
say, or "What is it that I need to know right
now?"

Step 2: Intention



Step 3: Pick a Card
Shuffle the cards 13 times while keeping your
intention in mind. Fan the cards out.

Pick a card.

Any card.



Step 4: Notice What you Feel
Look at the card. 
What do you feel?
What do you notice?
What stands out most to you on the card?
Do the words or the images speak to you
more?
What phrases or words come to mind?
What is obvious to you about this card?
How does this card make you feel?

Step 5: Start Writing
Use the journal prompt for the corresponding
to start writing. 
Focus on what your own intuition and
guidance is showing you. 
You may choose to respond to all the journal
prompts or only the ones that speak to you. 



Thinking about your intention, how does the
card support you? 

What guidance is it giving you with regard to
your next obvious actions?

Write these observations and intuitive
nudges down.

Step 6: Return to Your Intention



You may decide to take some obvious
actions based on what guidance you
received during this journaling process.

As you go about your day, you can
remember to tune back into the guidance you
received from the card and your own journal
reflections.

At the end of the day, you may like to reread
what you wrote and reflect on how it
affected your day.

Step 7: Harnessing the
Guidance During Your Day



Daily Guidance with 1 Card
You can ask for daily guidance by

choosing one card.

Ask for general guidance or ask for
guidance for a specific issue.

1



3 Card Spread
A 3 card spread can help you explore an
issue at a deeper level and gain clarity.

Present: Where am I now?

Past: What have I left behind?

Future: Where am I headed?

1 2 3



Full Moon Spread
The full moon spread can help you let go
and release what no longer serves you.

What's coming up for me now?

What or Who can I release?

What steps can I take towards this?

1 2 3



Daily Guidance
DATE:

MY INTENTION:

CARD:

REFLECTIONS:

INSPIRED ACTIONS:



CARD 1:

CARD 2:

CARD 3:

3 Card Spread
DATE:

MY INTENTION:



CARD 1:

CARD 2:

CARD 3:

Full Moon 
DATE:

What's coming up for me now?

What or who can I release?

What steps can I take towards this?





  Shadow Work

REFLECTIONS:

There can be no light without shadow. My Love, it is time
to face your shadow! As a little girl, we are mostly
intrigued by your shadow. We play with it, chase it, dance
with it, sit with it, etc. But somehow as adults we become
afraid of it, try to hide it, run from it, refuse to sit and dig
into it, etc. The beauty of childlike innocence is that
children aren’t afraid to learn, explore and LIVE. They
aren’t afraid to dance with the shadow nor do they care
who’s watching. Healing begins when we become curious
enough to see our shadow and intrigued enough to dance
with its darkness! The darkness of our psyche, our WOMB
holds the greatest potential for healing and growth. When
we FULLY enter into the darkness, boundaries and
limitations expand by dissolving our self, (small "s") i.e.
resistance, fears, anxieties, traumas, etc. The ego dies and
we find FREEdom. We become!!! 

What sacres you most about your shadow?
Where did these beliefs come from?
What can you do to help relieve your anxiety, worries
or fears regarding your shadow?
Imagine what your life would look and feel like living
outside of your shadow. Feel it. Describe it. 

1.
2.
3.

4.



  Spiral In
A spiral is one of the oldest geometric shapes dating back
to ancient civilization. Because of its connection with
mother goddesses, the spiral is a very feminine symbol,
representing women and the WOMB space. Besides the
cycle of life, fertility, and childbirth, the spiral also
represents intuition and healing the internal truths
associated with women. Also a symbol of awareness,
healing, growth and rebirth, the spiral is ever expanding
starting from the center and evolving outwardly. My Love,
in this moment you are spiraling. The path to healing is not
a straight line. It’s a continuous awareness into seeing
deeper truths. We will continually come back to things we
thought that we understood, to learn how to understand it
on a soul level. Yes, it may feel as though you have taken a
step back. But let me reassure you my Love, you haven’t.
Instead, you are now healing on a deeper level and in
another dimension! As we are “activated” by certain
experiences, people and/or situations, especially the ones
we think we’ve healed, it is in that moment that we are
being called to expand. This continuous spiraling in allows
us to get to the “root” of the “it” so that we can completely
heal it! So whatever "it" is you haven't been facing, today
is the day to begin your spiral in.



  Spiral In
REFLECTIONS:

What is the "IT" that you need to spiral in deeper to
heal?
How has this "IT" impacted your Life?
What are the circumstances surrounding the "IT"?
Who is involved in the "IT"?
How would your life feel and/or be without the "IT"? 

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.



Inner Child
The innocence and vulnerability of a child reminds us of
playing and dreaming in a magical world where every and
anything if possible! This is a world of FREEdom, joy, peace
and love. It is not until our caregivers, peers, spouses,
partners, society, race, culture, etc. teaches us otherwise
based on the dominant narrative that exists in trauma and
perpetuates conditioned trauma. As a result, we develop a
“survival mentality.” We show up in the world operating in
fight, flight, freeze or fawn mode. Ours lives become a
perpetual state of automation, desperation, heightened
anxiety, unreal fears, lack of joy, and fulfillment. It becomes
our stuckness…old recording playing in the background
that gets triggered in moments of stress and depletion.
The default setting turns on when our energy supplies are
low, emotions are intense and present-day situations bear
similar features to painful moments of our early lives. This
creates a heaviness, overworked, stressed adult filled
disease and DIS-ease. Under all these layers of
conditioning, exists an inner child who is longing to live life
and play. We have to heal our inner child! If we fail to
acknowledge and heal that hurt, it will be the driving force
for all of our choices, whether you believe it or not. And we
live our lives as children in adult bodies making childish
decisions



Inner Child

REFLECTIONS:

that present as fear, anxiety, worry, guilt, shame, low self-
esteem, toxic relationships, obligation, working jobs we
hate, failed marriages and so much more. My Love, it’s
time to end the negative feedback loop! It’s time to stop
replicating the patterns of pain that have been passed
down. Help your inner child heal! Love on her and remind
her she can be anything she wants to be when she “grows
up”

What did you want to be when you grew up?
What name(s) were you called as a child? How did it
make you feel? How does it make you feel now?
How often were you allowed to play?
What were some of your favorite things as a  child?
Whatever it was, make time to do it! 
What would it take for you to uncover your inner child? 

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
  



  The Little Girl
We all have that “little girl” living inside of us that needs
healing. She stuck, frozen in time. This card is an invitation
to meet her where she is, in the space of her hurt, pain, her
fears. There are many experiences that have molded up
into the women that we are today. Some of those
experiences have been amazing while others….well have
not been so amazing. Nevertheless, each has had an
impact on our lives. As a result, we sometimes show up as
little girls trying to navigate our adult woman lives making
all sorts of decisions (i.e. relationships, careers, financial,
social, etc) from the lens of a wounded little girl. It’s no
wonder we sometimes end up lacking trust, lacking self-
esteem, feeling so anxious, insecure, lost, lonely, worried
and so much more. Our little girl does not want us to hurt,
she is just simply wounded and needs our love. Although
we are women, we may sometimes still be affected by
those things that happened to us when we were little girls.
In an attempt to alleviate the pain we did not know how to
handle as little girls, we stuff it into our unconscious mind.
The major difference between now and then is that we
have the capacity to address it. Whereas when we were
little girls, we did not. 



  The Little Girl

REFLECTIONS:

We had to rely on our parents and other adults for support
who may or may not have shown up how we needed them
to show up for us. You have been “activated” by a recent
experience that reminded you of a childhood experience.
My Love, when is the last time you spoke to and loved on
the little girl inside of you? She is crying out in pain. She is
looking to the adult you for guidance, support, safety,
reassurance and love. Take a moment to reflect, nurture,
and ensure her that she is safe, even if it means shutting
out the world for a moment to love on her.

What is causing your little girl pain in this moment?
Did your parents/adults in your life show up for you in
the ways you needed? If not, what prevented them? 
What does your little girl need most?
Make a commitment to buy the one thing you always
wanted as a little girl.
What are some ways you can nurture your little girl?

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
  



In Joy

REFLECTIONS:

Are you living in Joy or are you existing in trauma? Far too
many of us just coast through life doing  just enough to
"get by." We spend so much time working, over
committing, and becoming bogged down by obligation.
And rarely if ever do we take the time to do the things that
bring us joy! And when we do, we feel guilty for taking
some time for ourselves! My Love, pleasure and joy is your
birthright! When was the last time you experienced
yourself in joy? If it takes you longer than five (5) seconds
to think of an answer then that’s 5 seconds too long and
you need to identify five (5) ways to increase your in-joy-
ment. 

What brings you joy?
What has been preventing you from experiencing joy?
 What would your life look like if you could experience
more joy?
How does your body feel when you are in joy?
What steps can you take to incorporate more joy into
your life? 

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

  



    The Superwoman
Fvck superwoman! Yes, I said it! This narrative is killing us.  
Strong, independent, nurturer, caregiver, wife, mother,
sister, adult, employee, co-worker, family doctor, playmate,
friend, and the list goes on! Oh yes! We have rightfully
earned the title of “superwoman” because we have the
uncanny ability to meet all the demands, from others, that
have been placed on our lives. But is being “superwoman”
killing us? In trying to live up to this superwoman persona,
we have unconsciously allowed our needs and wants to
fall by the wayside. Unfortunately, by the time we get
around to caring for ourselves, we are so burnt out that we
don’t have enough energy left. Sadly, this leaves us
fatigued, bitter, angry, feeling guilty and so on. It also
makes us more susceptible to mental health challenges,
physical illness and even death.  Societal beliefs, cultural
norms and unhealthy intergenerational patterns that have
been passed down from great-grandma and nem have in
many ways indirectly and even directly contributed to this
superwoman persona. We try relentlessly to live up to this
image; which in turn creates all sorts of internal chaos and
dysfunction. Meanwhile our spouses, partners, children,
co-workers, etc. continue on thriving while we’re barely
surviving.



    The Superwoman

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, This superwoman narrative is killing your spirit
and soul creating disease and DIS-ease. Somewhere along
the way, you have tied your worth and value in with
having to be all things to everyone else except yourself!
What you do for others instead of yourself does not make
you super? It only makes you suffer! It’s time to take the
cape off, put yourself first and tend to yourself and your
needs!

Where did you learn this superwoman narrative? 
How has this superwoman narrative impacted your life?
What are you afraid will happen if you take off your
superwoman cape?
If you take off your superwoman cape, who could you
become? 
How different would your life be, if you took off your
superwoman cape? 

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.



Be Selfish
We spend so much time in a hamster wheel, running
around in circles doing everything for everyone else that
often we – do not have enough left for Self. The
unfortunate thing about this is that we actually think that
it’s ok to continuously put our wants, needs, desires, self-
care, etc. on the back burner. Well here’s the challenge
with that mindset, by putting ourselves on the back burner,
we eventually burn out and then what? ____________….
exactly…nothing! We eventually flatline!  Think about it!
You spend so much time investing in things, that really
don’t deserve your investment but yet you won’t invest in
your SELF or if you do it’s at best a halfhearted attempt. 
 And what’s even crazier, is that you make excuses for
why you don’t show up for your SELF. You say things like
"I’m too busy!" "My partner doesn’t agree with what I’d like
to do." "I don’t have the money." Or here’s my favorite
excuse, "I don't the time."  Trust me, I get it because I’ve
used some of those same tired excuses. But that’s exactly
what they are, excuse without any merit. They are self-
defeating behaviors and blocks that prevent  you from
facing your -ish.  Now here’s the funny thing, we can
manage to find the money, time and everything else to pay
for our hair, nails, etc. pretending to the world that we are
living our best lives!



Be Selfish
But my Loved, I gotta call a thing a thing! What we’re
presenting to the world, is the surface outside stuff; but our
inside is a whole mess!  My Love, you have to secure your
mask first before assisting others! This is a bold and
courageous act that requires you to be SELF-ish! SELF is
who we are and -ish are those things we need to unpack 
 to heal. Give yourself permission to be SELF-ish. You can’t
be anything to anyone if you’re not whole and healthy.  My
question to you today is….What are you doing to make an
investment in your SELF? I’m not talking about only
monetary.  I’m talking about making an invest of time, care
and love! I’m talking about an emotional, physical, social,
mental, energetical and spiritual investment in your
wellbeing!  It’s time to make an intentional investment in
yourself! You deserve it!  You are worthy! You are enough!

REFLECTIONS:

Do you show up for yourself with the same level of
commitment that you show up for others?
What makes it challenging for you to be SELF-ish?
Where does this come from?
What are some ways you can incorporate being more
SELF-ish into your life?

1.

2.

3.

  



Boundaries
Boundaries are an invisible line that defines what
behaviors are acceptable for us. When we think of
boundaries, most of the time, we think of physical 
 boundaries or relational boundaries. Boundaries can be 
 emotional, mental, social, spiritual, energetical, sexual,
financial, legal, career focused, spatial, time oriented, etc. 
Many of us find it challenging to create healthy boundaries
especially when ours have been violated by our loved ones
in the past. When our boundaries are crossed, we
experience a range of emotions from anger to grief.
However when we don’t create and assert our healthy
boundaries it leaves continuously experiencing more of the
same anger, disappointment, grief, heartbreak, etc. that
we experience when our boundaries are crossed.
Therefore, setting boundaries is extremely important! It is a
form of self-care that helps to create a clear
guideline/rule/limits of how you would like to be treated.
They let others know what is and what is not
okay/acceptable. It honors our needs and wants so that
we feel respected and safe. In this moment my Love,  you
are being called to check in with yourself to assess your
boundaries. You have allowed your boundaries to be
crossed far too many times, especially in the space of Love. 



Boudaries 

REFLECTIONS:
What makes it difficult for you to maintain your
boundaries?
Are there certain times when it's easier for you to     
 assert your boundaries?
Are there people in your life that don't respect your
boundaries? If so, who are they? In what ways do  they
disrespect your boundaries? How does this make you
feel? 
What happens when someone crosses your boundaries?
Do you speak up for yourself or let it slide? Explain in
detail?
Make a list of three (3) to four (4) core boundaries. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

This has left you feeling frustrated, heartbroken and
depleted Additionally, this lack of healthy boundaries have
kept you stuck in cycles and patterns that are not serving
your Highest Good. 



The Garden
Gardening is an activity that symbolizes and represents
the miracle of life in the form of a gardener growing
something from a seed. There is something deep, a soulful
connection to this miracle, that happens when we garden.
A garden symbolizes a space of being in which ALL that
we so desire is cultivated. It’s the sacred space where the
seeds of our hearts and minds lie waiting for harvest. A
garden holds the energetic frequencies to produce
whatever seed you plant. Depending on how well you tend
to the garden, it will yield amazingly beautiful life or
become a desolate space rooted in rot, disease and death.
By routinely pulling out the weeds, you are making way for
bigger and better fruit. My Love, you have not been
tending to your garden (life). As a result, you are
experiencing root rot. You are not yielding healthy crops.
Your current experiences in life are a direct reflection of the
way you have cultivated your seed, your choices. You are
being reminded to be more intentional in tending to your
garden. Use your garden as a sacred space to connect
with your divine source of powher. By nurturing your mind,
body, Spirit and Soul, you cultivate the seeds of passion,
purpose and gifts that lie so deep within you. When you
tend to your garden on a daily basis, you give yourself the
grace to become 



The Garden

REFLECTIONS:

who you really are and love yourself even more for it. Plant
your seeds. Water with intention. Allow your plants the
time and freedom they need to grow. It is not necessary for
you to constantly monitor or pick at your plants. Just relax
and trust nature's proces

What seeds are you planting in your garden?
How are you caring for these seeds?
What could you do differently to yield healthier  crops?
What keeps you from tending to your garden on a
regular basis?
How can you incorporate more watering (self-care) into   
your life?  
Consider creating a garden to help serve as a physical
reminder and manifestation of cultivating seeds of
desire in your life. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.



Forgive It

REFLECTIONS:

When we've been hurt, we oftentimes hold on to the pain
from that experience. That pain becomes deeply
embedded in our unconsciousness leaving imprints in our
DNA and memories in our body. As a result, we become so
accustomed to operating in a space of unforgiveness, this
impacts each and every relationship that we have,
including the one that we have with ourselves. And it is
from this place of unforgiveness that disease and DIS-ease
is created. My Love, it is time to stop holding on to the pain
of your past because it's creating your future pain. In order
to do so, you must forgive! You must forgive yourself,
forgive that person, situation and/or experience no matter
how big or small. Not forgiving only continues to give it
power over you. Finally, it is important to realize that
forgiving does not mean you agree with what happened. It
means that you have decided to no longer allow that "IT"
have power over you! My, Love forgiveness is for YOU!
Now take back your PowHer TODAY!  

Who or what do you need to forgive today?
What makes it so difficult for you to forgive? 
What steps can you take to begin forgiving "IT" ?
How would your life change if you forgive "IT"?

1.
2.
3.
4.



Forget It

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, you need to just forget "IT" that person, place,
situation, experience, etc! It's time to let go of all the hurt
and pain that you have been carrying around for years! It
is weighing down your spirit and soul! And yes! I hear you
saying, I can forgive but I can't forget. To that, I so lovingly
say that if you don't forget then you'll continue to stay
stuck in the same cycles of behaviors that you have been
stuck in thus far. Now how is that working out for you? Not
so good? Exactly! When we begin to spiral into the WOMB
Space, our unconscious mind, we are able to FULLY
address all the pain, wounds and trauma of our lives that
runs deep. We are able to pull up the root! When we pull
up the root, this helps us to reclaim our sovereignty
because the pain no longer has power, purpose or place in
our lives! Finally, when we move from a place of
forgetfulness, we live in the present moment, without
concern with the past or future. In this way, we are able to
experience and in joy all the blessings life has for us.

Who or what do you need to forget? 
What has made it difficult for you to forget the "IT"?
How has "IT" had power over you?
How would your life change if you chose to forget "IT"? 
What steps can you take to forget "IT"?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



  The Wilderness
The Wilderness, also known as "The Meantime" is that
place of uncertainty. It's that place where we feel
everything and nothing. It's the place where Spirit, puts us
to get our attention! It's the place of silence, not confusion
but silence. And for many of us, this place is scary,
uncomfortable, confusing and so much more! But it's also
the place that is necessary because somewhere along the
way, we have gotten off the beaten path and the
wilderness is the place where we find our way back! In
fact, it's the only way we find our way back! My Love, you
are in The Wilderness! You have been surrounded with
chaos and confusion. It may feel as if your world is upside
and everything you once knew now seems questionable.
This is because Spirit had to shake things up to get your
attention because you were not listening my Love! You
have become too comfortable in the midst of your mess
and because of that you are suffering! You have turned a 7
day journey into 40 days and 40 nights, into The
Wilderness. And you know exactly what Spirit means! You
will stay there, in The Wilderness, until you stop being so
stubborn, hard headed and all in your ego! You will stay
there until you make the decision to let go, surrender, and
listen to that small silent voice that IS Spirit!  



  The Wilderness
REFLECTIONS:

Describe your Wilderness Experience. Consider the
following:

How did it come about? 
What's going on? 
Who is involved? 
How is it impacting your Life? 
How is it making you feel? 
What can you do about it?
Who can support you as you go through The
Wilderness?
 What resources do you have to assists you in
getting through The Wilderness? 
How different will your life be or look after you get
through The Wilderness?
Are you prepared to journey through The
Wilderness? If so, explain how? If not, explain what
you can do to prepare?
What steps can you take to prevent another
Wilderness experience or either shorten it? 

1.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.



Surrender

REFLECTIONS:

Aren’t you tired yet, my Love? You should be! Everything
does not have to be a battle! You don’t need to prove
yourself to anyone. This constant state of trying to be
"right" or "in control" is very counterproductive and it
actually keeps you out of control, spiraling into a deeper
and darker space! The ego has this pervasive need to be
approved, validated and in control. It will do anything to
get the satisfaction it needs to feel good. However, this
low vibration energy oftentimes has the exactly opposite
effect by creating  more layers of unnecessary drama and
trauma to heal. It's time for an ego death! Learning how to
release the "ego need" and "ego feed" through
surrendering to Spirit, is how you gain all of your true
PowHerI! And by the way my Love, you are already
approved and valid! So, says Spirit. So stop looking and
surrender! 

What comes to mind when you think of the word
surrender? Where does this framing come from? 
In what areas of your life do you need to surrender?
What makes it so challenging for you to surrender? 
How would your life look different if you choose to
surrender?   

1.

2.
3.
4.



   The Body Knows
WHEW!! My Love...aren't you tired of the heaviness
you're feeling in your body! Aren't you tired of the pain
and physical drain? The reason you're in pain is
because your body is keeping score! You're  holding on
to so many memories of your past experiences.
Continuously taking medication or going to the doctor
will not fix or cure the disease or DIS-ease you're
experiencing because it's NOT medically indicated. This
is why the doctor keeps trying different treatment
modalities but nothing seems  to work and nothing
makes you feel better. Here's the secret my Love, your
body is crying out! The disease and/or DIS-ease you're
feeling is related to the memories of wounds and
traumas deeply embedded within. The body holds the
memories of all our experiences - both individual and
collective experiences that have been passed down
throughout lineage. And because our body also serves
as a physical vessel for our spirit and soul, it is
extremely important that we heal the memories held so
deeply within our bodies.  It's time to detox your body
not just physically but also emotionally, mentally,
spiritually, energetically, sexually, etc. 



    The Body Knows

REFLECTIONS:

When you do this it will allow your body to create new
memories. It's time to detox your body not just
physically but also emotionally, mentally, spiritually,
energetically, sexually, etc. When you do this it will
allow your body to create new memories.  In doing so,
we create an environment for living a life FULLY
embodied in love, peace, and abundance free of
diseased DIS-ease instead fear, abandonment, lack
mentality and so much more.

What memories are you holding in your body?
What can you do to heal the memories your body is
holding onto? Consider all the following areas:
physical, emotional,  mental, spiritual, energetical,
sexually, etc.
How would it feel for you to rid your body of disease
and DIS-ease?
What would it feel like to live with love, peace,
abundance and pleasure in your body?

1.
2.

3.

4.



    Sacred Sexuality

REFLECTIONS:

 Our sexuality is our direct connection to Spirit! The
orgasmic intensity of our sexual experiences has the
PowHer to create or destroy. Additionally, especially as the
receiving partner, it is important to consider who we are
allowing to enter our sacred sexual space, the WOMB
Space. Whenever we allow someone to enter us, we take
on all their wounds and traumas and their partners
wounds and traumas as so on. This can ultimately create
more wounds and trauma for us to have to heal. My Love,
this is why we must be very discerning and intentional in
the selection of our sexual partner(s). Even if you are in a
committed relationship, sexual discretion is also important
because the act of intercourse should always be an
intentional expression of sacredness!

Consider all your sexual partners. If you haven't
already, forgive yourself, them and the experience. 
In what ways can you be more intention with you
sexual experiences?
Consider doing a sexual energy cleanse. Visit
www.sacralsoul.net for directions. 

1.

2.

3.



Cast a Spell

REFLECTIONS:

 Every time we open our mouths to speak we cast spells.
The words we speak can positively or negatively impact
our lens on life because the PowHer of life or death is
within the tongue!  My Love, you haven't been speaking 
 life or love lately! You tend to be overly critical of yourself
and then things that you have or have not accomplished.
You also tend to compare yourself to others, this may be
unconsciously, as a measure of where you should be in life.
As a result the words you are choosing to speak cast
spells of doubt, lack, disappointment and so on! This is
NOT the energy that is conducive to the frequency of
manifestation. It's time for you to be more Intentional in
choosing the words you speak. In order for you to manifest
the things you so desire, you have to choose words that
are loving, life-giving and affirming! 

How were words used with you growing up? Were
they affirming or discouraging?
In what areas of your life do you need to be more
mindful of how you're speaking?
What are some words that are life and love affirming
for you? 

1.

2.

3.



Trust
Trusting Spirit, the Universe and the Ancestors can be a
difficult concept to embrace especially if we were not
taught to trust during our early development stages. It
takes vulnerability, courage, faith and patience. It takes
believing in some Higher PowHer to provide whatever it is
you need, want and desire. It also requires taking risks,
moving through fears, doubts, disillusionment and worries.
I get it, that’s a huge ask! However, trusting with gratitude
is what is needed in order to manifest all you desire. My
Love, now it’s time to trust the path that you’re on. Spirit,
the Universe and the Ancestors are looking out for your
highest good! They want to give you all that you ask for
and more. All that’s required is your unwavering trust In
the process. When we waver in trust, it doesn’t necessarily
stop the process, it merely prolongs it. The beautiful thing
about it is that you get to decide where to place your trust.
But once we FULLY realize with our real eyes at The
Collective has our back, we are able to relax more easily
into trust.



Trust
REFLECTIONS:

How does trust show up or not in your relationship?
Where does your inability to trust come from?
Were you able to FULLY trust your parents and other
adults in your life?
Have you been able to FULLY trust your partners?
friends, etc? If not, what made it difficult?  Consider
your role in the relationship as well?
Do you trust yourself FULLY? 
What would your life look like if you were able to trust
FULLY?
 How does trust FEEL in your body?
Think of a time when you were able to FULLY trust.
What relationship was it? What did it feel like? What
made you able to trust? 
What are some ways you can increase your ability to
trust?

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.



Death
Although death is a very natural part of life, just the word
alone evokes all sorts of emotions of impending doom,
sorrows, grief, anxiety and so much more. Death  is
something that can be a literal or figurative experience.
Given the way that society, family, culture, etc. has framed
the experience of death will determine how we experience 
 it! However in this moment, Spirit is encouraging us to
reframe the current narrative of death to one of a
celebratory experience. One in which we are able to
understand, embrace and honor death as a very natural
part of life that we should celebrate because it represents
the ending of a cycle and the beauty of rebirth. When we
begin to embody this mindset regarding death, it will
become much easier for us to embrace it when it comes. My
Love you are being called to an ego death! You are being
called to die to the old patterns, narratives and beliefs that
you have been living under for so long. You are being called
to let go of some people and relationships that can no
longer be a part of your life experience. You are being
called to die to self  so that you can live FULLY in ALL your
authenticity and soul's purpose.  



Death

What fears or concerns do you have that are
associated with death?
Where do these fears or concerns come from?
In what areas of your life, do you need to experience
ego death?
What does the phrase "ego death"mean to you?
What are some ways you can learn to embrace, honor
and celebrate death? 
How have you honored the remembered dead?
Consider having a "mock funeral" or writing an
obituary to memorialize the dying of your old self.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

REFLECTIONS:



   Granting Grace 
Grace is defined as an unmerited gift of divine favor. It's a
gift that involves extending love, compassion and mercy to
others , and ourselves, especially in those moments when
we may not feel that it is not deserved. When we fail to
extend grace to ourselves, we are unlikely to be able to
extend grace to other people. In order to forgive those and
grant grace, we must first REAL EYES that grace isn't
based on the person. It's based on us! extending grace
based on our ability or not to extend divine unconditional
love and compassion in spite of others humanness. Now of
course, extending grace does not mean that we continue
to allow folks to use or abuse us. It simply means that we
honor their humanness within the spectrum of our
boundaries. Grace is the gift that keeps on giving. The
more we extend, the more we receive in return. My Love,
you are your biggest critic! You are always hard on
yourself when things don’t seem to go as you planned.
This creates frustration and disappointment for you. These
self-defeating behaviors are rooted in the need for
approval, validation and perfectionism. Learning how to
grant yourself grace in the perfection of your imperfections
will enable you to experience more peace when things are
not going as you have envisioned. 



   Granting Grace 

REFLECTIONS:
What makes it challenging for you to grant yourself
and others grace?
In what area(s) of your life do you need to extend more
grace? 
How will your life change if you start extending more
grace to yourself and others? 

1.

2.

3.

Also learning how to grant others grace will set you free
from experiencing unnecessary and unwanted
interactions, emotions and so much! Finally, learning how
to grant other people grace will also allow you to
experience more peace and love in your life because the
condition of your life and the relationship is not based on
unrealistic and unreasonable expectations that set both of
you up for failure.  



Flow

REFLECTIONS:

The WOMB Space resonates with the element of water. 
 The element of water is all about flow. When we are in a
state of flow, we are FULLY present and engaged in every
moment. We are rooted and centered in our
consciousness. We are allowing life to unfold without our
interference or control. We experience simultaneous
feelings of love, peace, joy, clarity, awareness,
timelessness, creativity and abundance. The moment we
try to control, it prevents us from flowing in the universal
stream of life. This inhibits our ability to manifest and
receive. Every single moment of life will not go as planned.
Learning how to operate in  and  experience flow we must
stay present. Worrying about the past or the future will
immediately pull you out of the present, out of flow, so
harnessing a practice that allows you to stay in the
moment is key.   

What makes it difficult for you to operate in flow? 
When you have operated in flow, how did it feel in your
body?
What are some things that you can do to increase your
ability to flow? Consider movement activities and
adding the color orange via food, scents, clothes, etc .
Drink more water.

1.
2.

3.

4.



Let "IT " Go

REFLECTIONS:

Sometimes we find ourselves in the midst of relationships,
situations, entanglements that stifle ourselves yet we stay
out of comfort, obligations, tolerance, financial support,
because of ego, lack of worth, etc. And the longer we stay,
even though we know we shouldn’t, it creates complex
layers that stifle our growth or even worse kill us -
figuratively or even literally! My Love, when your soul calls
this card, it’s calling you to start fresh with one or more of
your relationships! It’s time to dismantle and rebuild those
relationships, including the one you have with yourself that
is  no longer serving you. Continuing to hold onto people,
places and things that no longer serves you only keeps you
stuck and stagnant. Let IT go and walk away! Step by
step, moment by moment until IT all becomes the past!
With each step, IT gets easier! All you have to do is take
the first step and your spiritual team will guide you the rest
of the way! 

What "IT" do you need to let go of?
What makes "IT" so difficult to let go?
How would your life change if you let "IT" go?
What are some steps you can take to let "IT" go?

1.
2.
3.
4.



  The Cowry Shell

REFLECTIONS:

Traditionally cowrie shells were a form of currency in the
various regions of the world. According to the ancestral
tradition, cowrie shells are highly PowHerFULL and are
known to bring good luck, abundance and Spiritual
protection to the wearer. Cowrie embodies the Divine
Feminine Energy, connection and power of the ocean.
Finally due to the unique vulva-like appearance, the cowrie
shell is also considered a sacred symbol of Love and
fertility. My Love, abundance is your birthright! The
universe is abundant and she is ready to provide you with
everything you need, however, your current mindset and
energy regarding abundance is contributing to the lack
that you experience. Lack refers not only to financial
abundance but every form of abundance. Reframing the
poverty consciousness narrative that you are currently
operating in is your beginning to receiving all that you
desire. 

What's your relationship like with money? Where does
this mentality come from?
In what areas of your life do you need to address your
lack mentality?
What would your life look like if you were operating in
an abundance mindset? 

1.

2.

3.



     Speak Your Truth

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, your heart, mind, body, spirit and soul have been
trying to speak. However you have stifled your voice
because you have been conditioned not to speak up for
your wants, needs and desires. When we fail to speak our
truth, it becomes internalized. The message that we
receive is that we don’t matter. Additionally, when we fail
to speak our truth we may find ourselves in compromising
situations, feeling obligated, and/or taken advantage of.
This only further diminishes our voice. It’s time to speak up
in your truth! Breathe life unapologetically with audacity
into your truth! Learn to articulate in a way that states
your truth with clarity, and vocalizes your boundaries. You
do not have to be aggressive but you also do not have to
allow others to continue to silence your truth! Speak it!
Name it! Embody it! Embrace it! And live it! 

Who has stifled your truth? 
How has your truth been stifled?
What makes it challenging for you to speak your truth?
What would life be like if you lived in your truth?
Identify some ways that you can learn to speak your
truth. 
Consider doing some throat chakra healing.  

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.



Listen More

REFLECTIONS:

Listen more and speak less! My Love, take a moment to
stop speaking and pay more attention to what someone
else is trying to communicate to you! But more importantly,  
Listen to what Spirit is trying to tell you! Sometimes silence
is golden! It allows us the opportunity to be fully present to
experience and interact in conversation versus listening to
react or to get a point across. Also, when we fail to listen
actively, we make assumptions and create communication
challenges that would not have existed if we had listened
more and stop speaking as much. Listening also includes 
 tuning in more to our mind, body, spirit and soul. This
allows us to hear with our present mind, and not our past
hurts or future projections. Take a moment right now! Stop
talking! Quiet ALL the noise! Take a deep breath and listen
to what your Spirit is trying to tell you.  

What makes it difficult for you to listen?
Do you find that you are typically waiting to respond in
a conversation versus listening for understanding?
Do you find yourself over explaining? 
What can you do to increase your active listening
skills? 

1.
2.

3.
4.



Movement

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, it's time to get up and get movement - literally or
figuratively. Movement is essential to maintaining balance  
within our body. When we move our body, it releases stuck
and stagnant energy within our chakras - the energetical
centers in our body. When our chakras are out of balance -
over or under active, we experience disease or DIS-ease in
our internal as well as our external environment. Literal
physical movement can create major shifts in our internal
and external environments. When we move with
intentions, we release and heal deep wounds and
traumas. Figuratively when we tap into the energy of
movement, we are able to create dynamic shifts in our
lives. My Love if your life is moving in a direction that does
not feel good to you, do whatever it is you need to do to
shift! If you're not feeling good in your body, get up and get
moving.  

When was the last time you did some movement that
feels good in your body?
What chakras do you feel are blocked? What can you
do to get the energy moving?
In what areas of your life do you feel like you're
stagnant? What can you do to change that?
What  makes it difficult for you to get moving?

1.

2.

3.

4.



Love

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, take some time to heal so that when someone
says that they love you, you will believe them! Start by
examining the “loving relationships” in your life, with the
most important being yourself. Are these relationships
embodying divine unconditional love or is it more like
tolerance? It’s important to surround yourself with people
you genuinely love and who genuinely love you. It’s also
important to surround yourself with things you love, and to
go places you love. This way you’re drawing to yourself
the love that you desire. But first that loving relationship
and connection must begin within yourself. Then and only
then will love resonate around you. Take time to rise in
love with yourself first! Then learn how to rise, not fall, in
love with others...because falling in love hurts. This card
invites you to recognize the Beloved in yourself In doing so,
you bring forth the highest and purest, most divine love.

How do you define divine love?
What does unconditional love mean to you?
Make a list of all the relationships in your life, including
the one you have with yourself? Examine each one to
determine if it is rooted in divine love?  
In what ways do you show yourself love?
What matters most to you in a loving relationship?

1.
2.
3.

4.
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The Circle
The circle is a symbol of unification and
interconnectedness. It’s a continuum of the evolution of life.
The circle helps to remind  us that we are but a part of the
sum total of the whole. We are connected to everything
and everyone. Nothing is separate. When we see
ourselves as separate we disconnect ourselves from the
whole. This disconnection impedes our ability to manifest
more PowHerFully. When we are connected to the Whole
we are more PowHerFull. We experience more gratitude.
We realize with our real eyes that we are everything and
nothing. We also understand that within the circle of life
nothing is ever wasted and everything is as it should be…
WHOLE. My Love, you don't need anyone or anything to
complete you! You are already whole and lacking nothing.
You are part of the circle! This is something you must
believe. It doesn't matter how many relationships you're in,
how many accolades or degrees you get, or how much
money you make. Until you believe it, you'll always feel like
you're on the outside of the circle when instead you should
be in the circle....because you are the circle. 



The Circle
REFLECTIONS:

Draw a circle. Inside the circle include the following: 
all your amazing characteristics 
everything that is important to you
everything you want to manifest 
the things that bring you joy
your soul's authentic purpose. If you do not know
yet, write down what you want it to be
all the places you want to go
your ideal partner **even if you have one still write
it down because perhaps there's more you'd like to
experience with you current partner**

What would it take to complete this circle? Write down
all the things. It could include things such as: classes,
more education, more money, passport, people, etc. 
Place your hands on your WOMB Space. Close your
eyes, take some deep breaths - inhale through the nose
and exhale the breath down to the WOMB Space. 
While you're doing your WOMB breathing ,visualize
yourself and everything from your list above inside the
circle. From a space of  gratitude, imagine how it Feels
to be complete and lacking nothing. Repeat this
multiple times a week until everything inside your circle  
begins to manifest. 

1.

2.

3.

4.



The Mirror
A mirror can only reflect the image that appears in front of
it. The first thing many of us do when we look in the mirror
is to immediately begin to pick ourselves apart by focusing
on all the things that are less than pleasing to our eyes,
instead of turning our focus to the things we love. This way  
of seeing ourselves only contributes to lack mentality,
lowered self-esteem and lowered self-image. The mirror is
not only a physical reflection of who we are but also a
reflection of what's inside that is being projected outward.
We will always, consciously or unconsciously, reflect
whatever is deeply embedded within. The mirror invites us
to take a long and deep look within our soul to see
ourselves in a way that we may not have before. My Love,
you have come face to face with yourself! The situation,
that person, that experience that’s driving you insane is
simply a reflection of you. The reflection is giving you an
opportunity to see exactly what you're giving. It's showing
you some areas in your life that you may need  to spiral
into the WOMB Space to heal. If you don’t like it, if it’s
uncomfortable...then change it! Heal your thoughts,
attitudes, beliefs, etc. so that your mirror is reflecting those
things that you desire to see and be! The absolutely
beautifully ah-mazing human that you are! So everyday
when you wake up, look in that mirror, and say....



The Mirror
Hey girl hey, you are the image of Spirit embodied and
personified how could I not be ALL the Things and so
much more!  Reflect your beauty -internal and external- to
the world in gratitude!

REFLECTIONS:

When you look into the mirror, what is the first thing
that you do? What is the first thing that you notice?
Do you find it difficult to look into a mirror? If so, what
makes it so difficult for you? If not, what makes it easier
for you? 
Are you pleased with your reflection, both internal and
external? If yes, please explain. If not, please explain.
How could you change your reflection to be more
aligned with what it is that you desire to see, feel, be,
etc.
Consider doing daily mirror affirmations. You can say
them out loud or write them on a sticky note and place
them on your mirror. Either way, as you recite or read
the affirmation, visualize yourself in the feeling of the
affirmation. 

1.

2.

3.
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Awakening 

REFLECTIONS:

You are starting to see signs, symbols, synchronicities,
events that are beyond the ordinary realms. This is
because you are awakening to see all the Magick and
PowHer that reside within you. This PowHer comes from
the WOMB Space. The intuitive PowHer and potential that
exist in the WOMB Space is reminding you that you have
the ability to co-create your world in sacred partnership
with The Divine. My, Love do not fear or doubt! You are on
the right path! Although things may feel a lot different. and
it's changing all around you, Spirit Her Most High, the
Spirits Guide, and Ancestors got you! They are listening
and acting on your behalf. Anytime you find yourself in
challenging places along your path, just always remember
your relationship and connection to The Source IS your
safety, your guide and your peace to trust the process!  

What subtle or significant changes have begun to take
place in your life?
What are you questioning most? 
What fears do you have? Where do they come from? 
Consider keeping a journal of all the signs,
synchronicities, symbols, dreams, etc. They offer
Messages from Spirit, your Guides and Ancestors. 

1.

2.
3.
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   Divine Feminine 

REFLECTIONS:

The Divine Feminine the truest essence of Authenticity and
FREEdom! The Divine Feminine is unapologetically bold
and courageous! She is free from societal constructs,
devoid of indoctrination and cultural conformity. She is the
heart of who we are and ALL that we are meant to
become. She is the embodiment of light and dark, the
essence of balance, the art of wholeness. She reminds us
that we must show up FULLY present for life. When the
Divine Feminine dances into your life, She brings change
by water, fire, air and earth! My Love, She’s calling for your
most authentic self to audaciously step forward to shine.
Failure to ignore her call will keep you stuck and stagnant
repeating unnecessarily cycles thus creating more wounds
and traumas to heal. Finally, the Divine Feminine reminds
us to never abandon ourselves for the sake of others. The
world needs to see you! But first you need to see you! 

Are you more comfortable operating in your Divine
Feminine or Divine Masculine Energy? Where does this
come from? 
What comes to mind when you think of Divine
Feminine Energy?
What are some ways you can get in touch with your
Divine Feminine Energy?

1.

2.

3.



The Jaguar

REFLECTIONS:

The Jaguar is at the top of the food chain and never
becomes prey. She moves with Grace, Fearlessness and
ease. She is the master of the shadow and knows how to
blend beautifully between the light and the dark! The
Jaguar here! it’s time to emerge from the shadows. My
Love, you have been hiding in fear for far too long. the
Jaguar calls you to give yourself permission to explore
beyond the walls that confine you! She is lovingly nudging
you to venture into all the spaces and places that your
heart so desires that you have been reluctant to explore
due to societal, familial, religious conditioning! Explore the
deeper and darker, shadow parts of you that hold all the
mysteries, desires and repressed emotions. The energy
and spirit of the Jaguar will help you give yourself the
permission to end toxic situations and relationships and
teach you how to rely on and trust your natural instincts. 

What are some "secret" things that you have longed
for? What prevents you from having these things?
How has family, culture, society , etc. conditioned your
beliefs and lens on life?
What would it take to explore your shadow self?
Consider giving yourself permission to become The
Jaguar 

1.

2.

3.
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The Moon

REFLECTIONS:

Every 28 days, the moon progresses through different
phases. She offers us darkness/rebirth, fullness, harvest,
spiraling into the shadows and eventually waning to death
and it begins all over again. The moon also has a
significant influence on the ebb and flow of the oceans.
The moon's energy also has significant pull on our
emotional state. The moon teaches us how to embrace
change and go with the flow. And manage our emotions in
a healthier way. Learning how to embrace change, go with
the flow and manage our emotions are critical in
supporting us to navigate the waters of change. This is
essential because life is all about change. The only thing
constant is change. Everything changes. The days, times,
seasons, people, places and things. The easier we are at
navigating change within our lives, the more peace and
power we have. My Love, it's time to manage your moon! 

How do you feel about your "Moon Phase"  menstrual
cycle? If you no longer have one, how did you feel?
Are you in sync with the moon phases? If so, what
changes do you notice with each phase?
How can you harness the power of the moon ?
How well do you balance your emotions?
How can you learn to let go, and go with the flow?

1.

2.
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The Blade

REFLECTIONS:

The Blade represents Inspired action. It represents  the
sharpness of the mind, tongue, spirit and soul. It can be
used as a healing tool or a weapon of protection and
destruction. Wielding the blade can bring life or death. This
is why it is very important to be intentional when wielding
the blade. My Love, how are you using your blade? It's time
to put your blade down and do NOT offer your blade
irresponsibly. You have been dealing with toxic people,
emotions and situations. And because of this, you are
constantly in survival mode which causes you to wield
your blade. This type of survival mentality only results in
more unwanted and potential dangerous consequences.
Instead, learn to use the blade with intentional inspired
action such as cutting energy cords, severing toxic
relationships and/or cutting out of your life those things
that are no longer serving you. The only other purpose for
wielding your blade is for protection. Now that, my Love, is
justified! Take action today! 

Who and what do you need to cut out of your Life.
How would your life change if you stopped operating in
survival mode?
How can you use your blade for more inspired action? 
Consider doing a Soul Tie Cutting Ceremony.

1.
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Grounding

REFLECTIONS:

So, you’re feeling unsettled, scattered and all over the
place. It may seem as if you are spiraling out of control.
You also find yourself overthinking and second guessing
everything. All this is creating a strain on you and your
relationships. My Love, it’s time to get grounded. You have
lost your firm footing on what’s happening in your life.
Being grounded has a profound impact on our overall
sense of wellness. It helps to bring us back into a state of
balance and wholeness. Getting grounded requires us to
get down to the root and/or cultivating some new roots so  
that we can build a new foundation. Whenever you feel
disconnected, return to your grounding practices! Breathe
and stand firmly rooted in the Well, Benevolent and Highly
Elevated Energy of Spirit and The Ancestors!

Who or what is making you feel unsettled in this
moment?
What has caused you to lose your grounding? 
What are some ways you can use to keep yourself
grounded?
Considering spending some time in nature.

1.

2.
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   The Darkness
For many of us the darkness brings up images of the
unknown, what we fear. We have been conditioned to
believe that everything that is negative, scary or "bad"
hides in the dark. We are told that the dark is where
monsters, negative entities, and even the devil lives in the
dark. We are indoctrinated in such a biased religious
"light" such that we believe anything else - Vodou, Hoodo,
Santeria, and other African Traditional Religions are
witchcraft and dark magick. This could not be further from  
the truth!  Yet this conditioning is part of the reason why
we are afraid of the dark. This is unfortunate because "The
Darkness" holds our greatest potential for growth and
healing. Everything - the world, humans, planets...LIFE 
 comes into the world through the dark. My Love, you must
consider learning how to FULLY enter into and embrace
the darkness. When we do this we dissolve our anxieties
and fears by pushing past the indoctrination, conditioning,
beliefs, culturalism, etc. In doing so, we arrive at a beautiful
place in life! We begin to see our power! We begin to
operate with authority! We begin to realize with our real
eyes that all the things that we were taught to fear about
the dark were only lies to keep us from embodying our
authentic soul's purpose because those "dark" things ARE
The Light!  
 



  The Darkness

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, you must spiral into the dark to understand and
appreciate The Light. Yes, it can be scary but it is
necessary in order for you to heal through your wounds
and traumas. I encourage you to begin to see "the dark" as
a container of growth. When you begin to innerstand this
and the PowHer within this container, the spiral into the
darkness becomes a much easier place to navigate.  

What were you taught about the darkness? 
What concerns you most about the darkness?
 What happens when you experience moments of
darkness?
How do you cope with moments of darkness?
Identify three (3) to four (4) new ways that you can
learn to cope with the darkness
 How different would your life look if you spiraled into
the darkness to heal?  

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.



Birthing
Birth does have to be painful. It only becomes painful
when we fight against the natural process of birthing.
During the birth process the body goes into a state of
shock because it believes that something foreign is trying
to attack it. This  belief is reinforced by the societal
narratives and conditioning from medical providers, family,
friends, etc. This erroneous understanding sends the
wrong information to our body creating an automatic fight
response. As a result the body, mind, Spirit and Soul
begins to experience pain. However when those
preconceived notions about birth cease to exist, the body
does what it does naturally and experiences less pain
because it’s not fighting itself but rather allowing the birth
to take place with more ease. The birth unfolds beautifully.
My Love, the very moment that you stop "fighting" and
"flighting," the pain it will begin to subside making life
much more bearable. You have to learn how to trust the
process! But that is difficult for you to do because you do
not trust yourself. This ties directly into your birth story -
how you were conceived and birthed into the world. This
was followed up with the fact that you were shown during
your early years of life that the world was not a safe place.
This mindset has contributed to many of the challenges
that you have in your relationships which 



Birthing

REFLECTIONS:

also reinforced your belief regarding trust! In order to move
forward in a healthy space, you'll have to spiral back into
the WOMB Space for a rebirth. The WOMB Space is where
ALL Life begins. If the WOMB Space is not healthy it
cannot birth healthy life into this world.  

What's your birth story? What was going on with mom
and dad during and immediately after your birth?
Who were the care givers in the early years of your life?
What did they teach you about life?
 What's the current health of your WOMB Space? Do
you have any female reproductive health challenges?
How do you maintain the health of your WOMB Space?
Do you feel connected to your WOMB Space? If so,
please explain. If not, please explain?
Do you feel connected to your sensuality and sexuality?
If so, please explain. If not, please explain?
Do you feel tapped into your creativity? If so, please
explain. If not, please explain?
Do you feel like your Authentic Self? If so, please
explain. If not, please explain?
Consider trying some WOMB healing services i.e. yoni
steam, WOMB massage, etc. 
Consider reading my book WOMB.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Worth

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, do you know your worth? Of course the answer
will be yes. But again, I ask do you REALLY KNOW YOUR
WORTH? I say this because when we truly Know our
worth, we make decisions that demonstrate this knowing.
We also act in alignment with this knowing. When we do
not know our worth, we act, do, think and say things that
devalue us and diminish our worth. The worth card is here
to lovingly remind you that your story does not define your
worth! Those were just words, experiences, people, etc.
that played a part in your existence. No matter how big or
small the part was or is, it still does not diminish your
value. It’s up to you to define your value! When you finally
do, those words, experiences, people, etc. will match your
worth.

When you think of your worth and value, what comes
to mind? 
What or who have you been attaching your worth to?
How has this diminished or increased your value? 
What are some ways you can increase your worth?
 Consider forgiving and releasing all the people, places,
things, etc. that diminish your worth.  
Think about all the ways you have felt unworthy and
replace them with ways to feel worthy.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.



PowHer 

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, where are you playing it small in your Life?
Where have you dimmed your Light for the sake of
others? How have you shrunk to fit in? If you’re like me,
I’ve been guilty of giving my PowHer away so I could be
accepted by others. I’ve also had my PowHer stolen,
stripped and denied all because others were
uncomfortable with who I was. And so in their discomfort,
they created mines. Well, it’s time to change the narrative!
You have been wearing a mask for far too long such that
you have erased your authenticity. It’s time to remove the
mask so that you can show up as unapologetically in all
that you are!  No longer shall you give your PowHer away!
No longer shall you allow others' discomfort to become
yours! No longer shall you subscribe to the belief that you
are not PowHerFULL! For you are magick! Now is time to
walk boldly in your authenticity with audacity. Say it with
me, I call my PowHer back to me! Own it! Now go’on and
"werk" with your magickal and PowHerFULL self! F!
THAT! Don’t Shrink! 

Who or what have you given your PowHer to? 
What has caused you to dim your light? 
Why is it difficult for you to embody your PowHer? 
What are some ways you can call your PowHer back?

1.
2.
3.
4.



  Energy Check

REFLECTIONS:

It’s time to check your energy. Is it full, empty, high or low?
Energy is a currency that is exchanged between people,
places and things. It’s very important to realize that
everything and everyone does NOT deserve the
sacredness of our energy. We must learn to be discerning
of who and when we share our energy When we share our
energy with people and things who are not appreciative of
our energy, we become depleted because they drain us of
our energetical Life force. We have to stop spending our
sacred energy trying to force what is NOT meant. When
we do, our spirits and souls flourish instead of dying from
the poison of another wounded person experiencing life
through the lens of their unresolved and unhealed trauma.

 What have you been spending your time and energy
on? How has this impacted your life?
What are some intentional ways you can redirect your
energy to manifest your desires?
What are some things you can do to increase your
energy? 
Consider the relationships that you need to cut
energetical ties with and take intentional action. 

1.

2.

3.

4.



Soul Mate
My Love, learn the difference between a Soul Mate and a
Sole Mate. A Soul Mate is a person brought into our lives to
help us face our -ish and dig into the shadows of our soul.
They are a mirror of our soul. We are brought together so
that we can see our reflection. When faced with a
reflection that’s less than desirable, it affords the
opportunity to heal. When the reflection is ALL that we
desire, then it serves as a reminder for us to continue doing
and being more of what we love. It is important to realize
that all Soul Mates are not only romantic partners. A Soul
Mate can show up as a friend, teacher, partner, love,
spouse, stranger on the street, etc. Additionally, Soul Mate
relationships may or may not last forever especially when
one of the Soul Mates evolves beyond the lesson and the
other does not. When this happens, relationship ends
because that person's role/divine purpose in our lives is
complete. However, if we choose to stay or try to force that
relationship because we believe it's our Soul Mate, then it
will eventually become our Sole Mate. A Sole Mate is a
person whose sole purpose is to walk all over you! They
use and abuse others with their wounds and trauma(s)
disguised as “love!” This type of Sole Mate connection
creates a whole entire mess that becomes our cellmate
connection - imprisoning us and destroying our soul.



Soul Mate

REFLECTIONS:

My Love, this card is calling you to examine your
relationships. Are they a Soul Mate connection, or a Sole
Mate catastrophe? In either case, it’s time for you to glean
the lesson and move forward accordingly. Stop getting
stuck in relationships because you feel like you’ve found
your Soul Mate. In fact, drop the notion altogether! Stop
trying to manipulate and control relationships, that's how
you end up with Sole Mates. Learn to be open and
receiving and Spirit will provide EVERYTHING your soul
needs. 

 Examine the relationships in your life to determine if
they are Soul Mate relationships or Sole Mate
relationships? 
Once you identify them, consider how each has
assisted in your healing and growth or if it has hindered
your healing and growth?
Next, based on what you've learned from the above
question, make a determination which relationships
you need to cut soul or sole ties from.
Cut the ties with forgiveness.  
 Consider doing a soul retrieval to call back parts of
your Soul that has been fragmented.  

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.



  The Ancestors
Who are your ancestors? Do you know? Well, it's high time
to dive deep and learn! There’s PowHer in the Blood and
Beyond! Your ancestors are ready to stand with you in a
way that is so profound and PowHerFULL! They are here
to beseech you to examine and heal your beliefs, attitude,
behaviors, wounds and traumas to ensure that you are
operating in the highest integrity. They are also here to
help break the chains that once bound the family with
generational curses throughout the lineage! The ancient
ones are ready and willing to help undo karmic debt and
ties to help you attain your full realization. My Love, you
are the chosen one! Your ancestors are waiting to connect
with you! Connecting with your lineage will assist you in
learning more about who you are, your gifts and your
soul's purpose! Connecting with your ancestors is where
your true innerstanding and power lies.  Will you connect? 

REFLECTIONS:
 Have you connected to your ancestors? What
concerns you most about connecting to them?
Have you taken an ancestral DNA test? 
Do you have an ancestral altar? 
What can you do to connect with your ancestors?
Consider working with a reputable Spiritual Practitioner
to begin and/or deepen ancestral veneration practices. 

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.



The Temple
Have you ever thought about all the damage you’ve done
to your body over the years? Have you considered all the
sexual soul ties you’ve created? Every time we disavow our
temple it becomes filled with disease and/or DIS-ease. Our
vibration is lowered and we are not in alignment with our
highest self. Sex IS so much more than an orgasms! It’s
way more than physical! Sexual INNERcourse is definitely
an energetically, ancestral and spiritual experience,
especially for the receiving partner. And even more so if
the encounter is unprotected! We literally take in the DNA,
traumas and ancestral imprints of another AND all of their
previous partners traumas! And then we’re wondering
why our WOMBS are diseased and DIS-eased! We
wondered why we're walking around with all this heavy
burden and trauma. We wonder why we carry all this
anger and pain! We wonder why we’re not walking in our
authenticity and owning our PowHer! Additionally, our
Temple is our physical vessel that houses our spirit and
soul. It's so important to make sure that our temple is as
healthy as possible so that we are operating from a space
of balance and wholeness. It is equally as important so
that we are not carrying disease, DIS-ease, wounds and
traumas to others. Remember although our temple may be
physical, 



The Temple
it still intersects every other dimension of our lives and will
impact the wellness and balance of those dimensions.
Finally, our physical temple is directly related to our self-
esteem and self-worth. If our temple is not aseptically
pleasing to our eye, then we are more likely to lack self-
love, self-esteem, self-worth, confidence and so much
more. My Love, cleanse your temple! Remove those
energies, spirits and ancestral imprints that have created
an unhealthy and toxic internal environment. Wash, dust, 
 de-clutter, rearrange everything! Toss out those things
that are no longer serving you. Fill your temple with things
that make you feel absolutely amazing! Honor your temple
and She WILL honor it in return!

REFLECTIONS:
How have you treated your temple over the years? As a
result, what conditions, illnesses, wounds or traumas
have you experienced? How does this make you feel? 
What are some ways you can begin to honor your
temple? Consider the following: physical, emotional,
energetical, mental, social, sexual, relational, spiritual,
etc.
 Consider doing physical, sexual, social, mental,
spiritual, environmental, etc. detox to cleanse your
temple?

1.

2.

3.



The Serpent
The serpent is one of the oldest known creatures.
Unfortunately, due to the story of Adman and Even,
religious conditioning and indoctrination, the serpent gets
a bad rap. However, serpents embody some of the most
potent energetical medicine! This magickal and mystical
creature represent Divine Feminine Energy, kundalini
energy, spiritual guidance, fertility, wisdom, light and dark,
cosmic consciousness, and primal life force. As the serpent
sheds their skin through sloughing, they experience rebirth,
transformation, healing and continual renewal of life.
Serpents also serve as a conduit of divination as they
move between the spiritual and the earthly realms.
Serpent energy is all around you. Allow the medicine of the
Serpent to heal your soul! She offers ancient ancestral
knowledge and wisdom. This ancient ancestral kundalini
medicine wants to spiral up the base of your spine to the
crown, opening, healing and activating each chakra. Allow
the serpent to offer you the life force that brings renewal of
your passion, sensuality, sexuality and creativity. Shed the
old skin that you have been so attached to and allow this
rebirth that is taking place. From this divine PowHerFULL
healing shall you become if you allow the serpent to guide
you and set you FREE in THIS moment. 



The Serpent
Are you familiar with the story of Adam and Eve and 
 the serpent? if so, how has this story shaped your
views on life? If not, consider learning about it.
What is your current framing on serpents? Where does
it come from? 
What fears or concerns do you have regarding the
serpent?
In what areas of your life do you need to experience a
rebirth?
In what areas of your life are you being called to
transform? What scares or concerns you most about
transformation?
Are you comfortable operating in your Divine Feminine
Energy? If so, please explain. If not, please explain.  
What are some ways you can tap into the energy of
the serpent? How can you use it to transform your life?
Consider doing some root and sacral chakra healing
work.  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

REFLECTIONS:



The Owl

REFLECTIONS:

The Owl represents WOMB wisdom. The owl sees with
perfect clarity. In the dark, the owl is still able to discern the
truth. She brings knowledge from the spiritual realm that
helps to open our intuition so that we are able to connect
to our ancestors and hear their wisdom. When the Owl
soars into our life, she is inviting us to connect with the
PowHerFull wisdom of the WOMB Space. My Love, begin
building a relationship with you WOMB. This will allow you
to connect to Her on a much more intentional and intimate
level. Once you begin to bond daily with her, she will begin
to trust you and in doing so she will begin to pour out her
wisdom. Her wisdom and guidance will never ever steer
you wrong! So, begin your spiral in and nestle into the
deep and dark comfort of the WOMB. When things feel a
little uncomfortable, call on the owl to help you find the
light in the darkest of moments

What did you learn about your WOMB growing up?
Where did this information come from? 
How is your relationship with your WOMB?
Do you feel connected to your WOMB?
Do you have or have you had any female reproductive
health challenges?  
How can you increase your connection to your WOMB?

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.



The Triangle
A triangle is an extremely ancient and sacred symbol,
PowHerFULL symbol of Manifestation and an energetic
gateway! In the Egyptian system Osiris-Isis-Horus.
According to Christianity, it represents the Father (God),
Son and Holy Ghost. Another Christian symbol
incorporating triangles of that of the “Eye of Providence” or
the all-seeing eye. This is depicted as an eye inside of a
triangle and is often surrounded by rays of light. It
represents the eye of God watching over mankind or divine
providence. Numerologically speaking, if one represents
force, two represents an opening, then three is the birthing
of wisdom. This is also said to represent the union of one
and two. Therefore, the triangle is associated with spiritual
belief, physical body and soul. The orientation of a triangle
can be important to its meaning. Point-up triangles
represent a strong foundation or stability. Earth and water
symbols are formed from point-up triangles; pointing
upward stands for the ascent to heaven. The point-up
triangle can also represent male, solar energy, and fire and
air are masculine elements. The point-down triangle can
represent female, lunar energy, and water and earth are
feminine elements. Symbols for air and fire are formed
from point-down triangles; point-down triangles can
represent the descent into the physical world.



The Triangle
When paired and presented as point-to-point, triangles
represent sexual union and the principle of harmony.
Finally, the triangle represents the three stages of a
woman’s life in Maiden, Mother, and Crone. My Love, you
are at a very important crossroads at this stage in your life!
You are being called to make a very important decision
that can forever change how your life will unfold. I
encourage you to channel the energy of The triangle to
help bring about balance with the dualistic energies that
are creating suffering and struggling within your life. Sit
with your spiritual team for direction and guidance! They
definitely have your back!

REFLECTIONS:

What is causing you to struggle and suffer in this
moment? How did it begin? 
In what areas of your life do you need to embody more
Divine Feminine Energy? Divine Masculine Energy?
What phase of life are you shifting into?
How can you use the energy of The Triangle to assist
you at this crossroads in your life? 

1.

2.

3.
4.



  Soul Retrieval
Our soul is the essence of who we are! Our soul consists of
our mind, character, thoughts, and feelings. Our soul is
also the part of us that continues existing after our
physical body is dead. Whenever we lose a part of that
soul essence, we must retrieve that piece of our soul. A
soul retrieval is an indigenous healing modality, stretching
back to the dawn of humanity. Soul retrieval is based on
the ideal that whenever we experience a trauma in our
lives, parts of our soul, our vital essence, may flee, hide or
fracture as a part of a survival mechanism to protect us
from the impact of pain and harm caused by trauma. This
escape is called a “soul loss.” This is also referred to as
"dissociation" When a soul loss  occurs, it creates
disharmony within the mind, body, spirit  and soul. We can
experience a perpetual feeling of being lost, incomplete or
disconnected. The trauma that causes the soul loss can be
an individual or collective experience. It may be something
major such as an assault, war, accident, the death of a
loved one, divorce, various forms of abuse or it may exist in
a more subtle manner. The trauma could have happened
in the WOMB or it could be something that extends as far
back as our collective ancestral lineage. When there is a
soul loss we may experience, prolonged periods of
depression, addictions, memories and  



  Soul Retrieval
 parts of our life have been blocked out, constant feelings
of fear or anxiety, lack of meaning and purpose within life,
feeling stuck or incapable of overcoming a certain issue in
our life, an overall dissatisfaction with life, etc. My Love,
your soul has been shattered! Fragments have been
scattered to all the people, places, experiences, etc. that
you have been connected to. You must call each of those
soul fragments back to yourself so that you can begin to
heal yourself and embody your authentic soul’s essence!

REFLECTIONS:

What experiences in your life, big or small, may have
contributed to a soul loss?
How would your life change if you were able to
reintegrate the lost parts of your soul essence?
Consider saying the following affirmation daily: "I call
all parts of my soul back to me. You are safe to return."
Soul fragments must feel safe (physically, emotionally,
mentally, spiritually, etc. in order to return. Only say this
affirmation if it's true and you believe it FULLY. 
Consider working with a Shamanic Practitioner to do a
soul retrieval. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

https://lonerwolf.com/anxiety-and-depression/


    Wade in the Water

REFLECTIONS:
How would your life change if you allowed yourself to
wade in the water? What prevents you doing it?
Consider participating in a symbolic baptism.
Whenever you're ready, submerge yourself in a body of
water, tub, lake, ocean, shower, etc. Image yourself
being cleansed and healed. Either before, during or
after you submerge yourself, recite a scripture or
affirmation that feels right for you. 

1.

2.

The Negro Spiritual "Wade in the Water" was originally
written during the enslavement of Black people. It was
popularized in 1901 by the HBCU Fisk Jubilee Singers.
Wade in the water references the crossing of the Jordan
River into the promised land, into freedom. It represents 
 breakthrough, deliverance and transformation. My Love, 
 you are being called to The Water! The water wants to
cleanse, purify and heal you! It wants to wash away those
things that are no longer serving you. However, just as the
song says "God's going to trouble the waters", this rebirth
will not be without some challenges. Nevertheless, Spirit,
God will be with you during the ebb and flow of the waves.
If you're ready for deliverance and transformation, then
you must wade in The Water! Allow it to baptize you,
cleanse you, heal you and usher in new beginnings! 



The Ego 
The ego is the I AM. It's the conscious mind, the part of our
identity that we consider your "self." It is a collection of
thoughts and beliefs that we hold about ourselves. The
ego has no concept of right or wrong; something is good
simply if it achieves its end of satisfying the ego without
causing harm to itself. The ego also engages in secondary
process thinking, which is rational, realistic, and orientated
towards problem-solving. My Love, you’re holding on to a
carefully created version that you have constructed for the
purposes of keeping you safe. However it’s this version of
yourself that is killing you - figuratively and maybe even
literally. The ego must die a thousand times in order for
you to live authentically! In this moment the ego is
preventing you from moving forward. It is the major barrier
that is blocking the one thing you desire most..being
authentic. You are being called to lay it to rest today!

REFLECTIONS:

What identity has your ego created?
What is your identity (ego) based on or  tied to?
In what ways has your ego served you?
In what ways has your ego worked against you?
Do you know who you are outside of your ego?
How would your life change if you died to your ego? 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



Veneration
Ancestral veneration is a spiritual practice that involves
honoring our ancestors. Ancestral veneration is NOT only
or always about setting up an altar because we ARE the
altar. It begins inside of us. Venerating our ancestors is not
worshiping them, but holding a space of remembrance,
reverence, deep respect and energetical for our ancestral
lineage. When we venerate our ancestors, we are helping
to keep their spirit well and elevated. We are keeping our
stories alive. My Loves, do you KNOW your stories…your
PowHer? Your ancestors have chosen you! They are ready
to share your story. In order to begin venerating your
ancestors, simply begin acknowledging your ancestors,
learn their names, say them out loud. Learn their lifestyles,
careers, likes, dislikes, patterns, dispositions, love lives, if
they died tragically, because all these things help us to
learn more about who we are. When we understand the
patterns, beliefs and behaviors that are inherited from our
ancestors, we spiral into the root and begin healing on a
much deeper level. Also, venerating your ancestors
deepens your spiritual life, cultivates more love in your life,
enhances your creativity, invites in abundance and
prosperity and increases your overall sense of well being
and so much more.



Veneration
REFLECTIONS:

Are you familiar with your maternal lineage?
Are you familiar with your paternal lineage? 
How far back can you trace your family lineage on both
sides?
How does your family honor the remembered dead? 
What ancestors were you particularly close to?
Have you heard stories about your ancestors?
What comes to mind when you think of ancestral
veneration? 
In what ways have you honored your ancestors in the
past? 
If you haven't are you open to learning more about
ancestral veneration?
Have you taken an ancestral DNA test?
What gifts, talents, etc do you think you inherited from
your ancestors?
What karmic debt, patterns, behaviors, etc do you think
you inherited from your ancestors?
if you could talk to any of your ancestors, related or not,
who would it be?

 
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

13.

 



   The Busy Bee 
In a culture of trauma, keep it moving and social media, we
underestimate the value of stillness. We have been taught
to keep going and going regardless of our state of
wellness. We are also conditioned to believe that if we are
not “doing something” then we are not productive. As a
result, we tie our worth and value to being busy. However,
being busy is a trauma response. When we are busy being
busy, it prevents us from facing and healing our -ish!
When we fail to find, face, feel, forgive, forget and say fvck
being busy, we suffer. My Love, get somewhere and “sat”
down like the old folk say. You are buzzing around like a
worker bee, however that has not served you well. Your
“busy bee’ way of being has kept you surrounded by chaos
and noise. Because of this constant state of busyness, you
cannot and will not be able to hear Spirit, the Ancestors or
your Guides speaking to you. Once you finally decide to
"sat" down, silence the noise, you’ll be able to hear things
more clearly. You will begin to heal and your life will unfold
in the most absolutely amazingly beautiful ways.

REFLECTIONS:
Where does the need to be "busy" come from?
How do you feel when you're not busy?
In what ways have you used "busy" as an excuse?
How can you reframe productive, busy, success, etc? 

1.
2.
3.
4.



The Feast 
Stop trying to get that "get back!" I know it’s hard to not 
 want to get revenge, especially when someone has tried
to lie, betray, use, abuse, malign, devalue and/or destroy
us. We want to seek vengeance for the intent of suffering
that they have tried to inflict upon. Of course in those
moments we want vengeance however vengeance is
wasted energy. Justification is NOT! When we make space
for justification, all those folks who tried to set you up for
the fall will by their own words, hands, deeds, beliefs,
thoughts and actions reap what they have sown. Their set
up for your failure because your set up for FREEdom (Free
from the Dumb) -ish! My Love, stop worrying! Your spiritual
team is preparing a table before you in the presence of
your enemies. You do not have to do anything to try to
seek revenge. Trust that you are justified and protected. All
you have to do is sit back and relax. Eat, drink, be merry
and enjoy your feast! You’ve earned it. And so it is and so it
shall be.

REFLECTIONS:
Who do you feel has betrayed you?   
What did they do or what didn't they do to make you
feel this way? 
What can you learn from the situation?
How can you prepare yourself to enjoy your feast?

1.
2.

3.
4.

 



 The H.A.T.E. 
Throughout our lives, we find ourselves in relationships,
situations and experiences where we begin to either
experience HATE from others or we are the ones HATE-ing
on others. In either case, we have been “activated.” There
is something about that relationship, situation and/or
experience that has caused an emotional, mental,
biochemical, energetical, visceral ancestral reaction inside
of us. My Love, the reason you are experiencing the HATE,
internal or external, is because you have been activated.
You are Having A Traumatic Experience (H.A.T.E.) In this
moment. You have a couple of choices on how you choose
to handle the H.A.T.E. You can: 1) make the decision to
learn and grow from this experience or 2) pretend it
doesn’t exist and do nothing which will result in continued
HATEi-ing . The choice is yours! What will you do to
continue to H.A.T.E. or H.E.A.L. - Having Experiences {that
are} Awakening Love?

REFLECTIONS:
Who or what creates HATE within you? 
What causes it to create this HATE in you? 
What can you do to stop HATE-ing so you can HEAL? 
How would your life change if you stopped HATE-ing
and start HEAL-ing? 

1.
2.
3.
4.

-



Silence
Sometimes we talk waaaay too much! We tell all of our
business. We tell our every move. We want to be a part of
every conversation. We want to show and prove our point.
We want to be seen. We want to be heard. Sometime the
best way to prove a point and be seen and heard is in the
PowHer of silence. Silence is golden. It speaks volumes. It
sends a clear message to others that we are no longer
willing to engage in and/or accept any foolishness. Silence
also affords us the opportunity to gain clarity. In silence,
we are able to reinforce our standards and boundaries,
because our hearts and minds are clear. My Love, silence is
choosing you! It’s taking back your PowHer by not
continuing to allow anyone to manipulate, hurt, misuse
and/or abuse you. Take a step back in silence and watch
all the people and things that are no longer serving you fall
by the wayside. From the place of silence you, the
authentic YOU, will be heard LOUD and CLEAR!

REFLECTIONS:
What causes you to overshare?
What challenges you most about sitting with yourself
in silence?
When was the last time you sat alone in silence?
What are some things you can do to become more
comfortable sitting in silence?

1.
2.

3.
4.

 



Consecration
Consecration means to be sacred or set apart. It involves a
voluntary conscious decision and willingness to dedicate
your mind, body, spirit and soul to Spirit in service and
grow in divine living. When we are consecrated we begin
to walk in our soul’s authentic purpose embodied in the
gifts of the divine. When we also enjoy all the abundance
of divine love, peace and liberation. My Love, you were
sacred and set apart the moment you were conceived.
When you were formed in the WOMB, you were set apart
and appointed. It’s time for you to Believe that! When you
make the choice to completely surrender yourself to Spirit,
your entire being will awaken and operate from a high
state of consciousness and transformed by truth. When
you are not in alignment or operating on a divine
consciousness, you will feel imbalanced. You will also find
yourself struggling unnecessarily, and you will start to
doubt yourself, second guess, feel anxious, overwhelmed
and so much more. In order to come back into alignment
you need to set aside your "self"- ego,  the indoctrination,
the conditioning, etc. that you have learned all these years
and begin to study to show yourself approved. 



Consecration
REFLECTIONS:

Do you believe that you have been consecrated? Yes or
no? Please explain. 
What fears or concerns do you have about being
consecrated?
Where do these fears or concerns come from?
Do you believe that you incarnated into this physical
realm already knowing who you were? Please explain
your answer?
Do you know what your divine gifts are?
What would it take for you to walk fully in your
authentic soul's purpose?
How would your life change? 

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.



Abundance
When we think of abundance, most people think that
abundance only refers to money or material gain.
However, abundance is more than that. Living in the space
of abundance is the recognition and belief that
WHATEVER we want is ready and available to us at any
given moment. It is embodied in our appreciation of life in
its fullness, joy and strength of mind, body and soul..
However, because we live in a society that stresses
competition - the early bird gets the worm - and uses
success as a measure of worth, we have developed a crab
in a barrel mentality which is the direct reflection of a lack
mentality. This type of mentality teaches us to believe that
there is not enough. We spend so much misguided energy
worried about taking what we feel belongs to us. This
ideology could not be further from the truth. My Love aren’t
you tired of fighting and clawing your way through life,
scratching and surviving? Let me let you in on a little
secret…were not created to just survive. We were created
from abundance! Therefore, abundance is our birth right!
It’s time to shift your mindset from lack to overflow! 

REFLECTIONS:
What are your beliefs about abundance? Where does
this come from?
Write an abundance affirmation that you can recite
daily to help begin to shift your mindset to abundance.

1.

2.



Be Free
When we embody FREEdom, we reside in a space of
knowing and realizing that in spite of whatever life may
bring, it is for our highest good! We exist in a space that is
in complete alignment with Spirit – everything is complete
and lacking nothing. This gives us the capacity to focus on
receiving what we want instead of focusing on what we
don't want. In doing so, we align directly with the divine
PowHer of FREEdom! When we live our life in FREEdom, it
doesn’t mean that there are no challenges or problems. It
means that we are able to handle them with a mindset of
being FREEdom -we are FREE from the dumb -ish that no
longer serves our highest good. My Love, your soul and
spirit yearns to Be FREE, however you are holding yourself
back due to societal narratives, conditioning and old
programming. It’s time to let go of those things that are no
longer serving your highest good so you can live your
FREEdom - Finally Releasing External (enslaving)
(egotistical) (embattled)Energies….the dumb -ish!

REFLECTIONS:
What does being FREE look like to you?
Who or what has held you back from being FREE?
What would it take for you to be FREE?
What steps can you take towards your FREEdom?
How would your life change if you were FREE?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



   Open Your Heart
Our heart is the pulse of our life! It’s also a major part of
the energetical, emotional, and authentic center of who we
are. The heart connects our lower (physical) chakra and
upper (spiritual) chakras. This is why it is extremely
important to live with an open and balanced heart. Living
open heartedly requires us to be open to finding, facing,
feeling, forgiving and forgetting our old patterns,
transforming self sabotage and bringing the light through
our darkness. This requires total surrender to vulnerability!
Vulnerability is the heart of love! It’s the space of receiving
everything that we so desire! It’s the source of joy,
belonging, connectedness, sensuality, intimacy, deeper
meaning and purpose. When the heart speaks the
language of vulnerability, it speaks love! When the heart is
closed, it can’t receive anything. We operate in fight or
flight survivor mode. This brings pain and suffering. If the
heart closes off and shuts down completely, we become
disconnected from the physical and spiritual realms and/or
we die figuratively or even literally. My Love, your heart is
not open. This has created internal struggle and external
disconnection. Only healing your wounds and traumas will
create openness and freedom in your heart that will enable
you to draw in the things you desire. 



   Open Your Heart
This openness allows you to live life to the fullest as it is
meant to be! Yes, I get it! It can be very scary to open your
heart in vulnerability however, not opening your heart can
result in death figuratively or even literally. And beside
there is PowHer in vulnerability! 

REFLECTIONS:

Who are the people in your life that have contributed to
your heart disappointments?
What has happened in your life that has caused your
heart to be closed off?
What relationship thoughts, beliefs, patterns do you
need to heal? 
What fears or concerns do you have about being
vulnerable?
What are the authentic desires of your heart?
 Examine the relationship in your life to determine if
they do or do not align with your heart's desire? 
What heart boundaries can you put in place? 
Consider doing some heart chakra healing?
How will your Life change if you start living from a
more heart centered space? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.



Time 
Time is an illusion because it offers a conceptual structure
which leads us to believe that it’s limited. When in fact, it is
not. The concept of time is also rooted in lack mentality
and trauma. The structure of time is simply put in place to
create a system of order or rules for us to abide by.
However, because of this same “system,” we falsely
believe that we do not have enough time to accomplish the
things we need to; when in fact time is unlimited. An
abundance of time is available to us at any given moment.
But because our mind has already been programmed to
believe in the lack of time, we say things like “there’s not
enough time in the day” or “I ran out of time.” When we
believe in lack, that’s exactly what we get...not
enough...lack. But here’s the thing My Love, time did not
stop. It continued on. So in fact you did not run out of time,  
you just missed an opportunity due to the mismanagement
of time. You'll continue to miss opportunities until you
address the spirit of lack and reframe your concept of time. 

REFLECTIONS:
What is your relationship like with time? 
Where does your spirit of lack come from? 
In what ways are you mismanaging your time? What
opportunities have you missed?
What strategies can you use to redirect your time?

1.
2.
3.

4.



And so it is and so it shall be
As above, so below
So within, so without

EVERMORE
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

XXX



About Dr. TaMara Rose
Chosen, Consecrated, Initiated at 13, I AM a Medicine Woman! A
Spiritual Bewitching Magickal Wild Chick! I Embody the Spirit of a
Goddess and the Soul of several Lifetimes! I AM a bit eccentric and
eclectic! I AM a hodgepodge of beautiful imperfection. I AM Authentic,
Unapologetic and FREE! I AM my Ancestors Wildest Dream & the
Embodiment of The Divine...I AM here to Serve!

I am a sacred certified WOMB healing ordained minister, fertility and
birth doula, certified clinical sexologist, sex therapist, sex doula
women's healing arts teacher, author and speaker with more than 25
years of experience in birth work, speaking, writing and teaching about
WOMB wellness and women sexuality across the country.



About Dr. TaMara Rose
I offer ancient wisdom, guidance and medicine for fertility, birthing
and womb healing! My work centers on helping birthing bodies
facilitate, navigate and experience the natural divine movement of
Birth within their desired birthing outcomes! I also empower
birthing bodies and their families with the knowledge, tools and
skills to maintain a healthier pregnancy, advocate for their birthing
choices, understand the birthing experience, communicate and
advocate with their birthing team to increase healthy birth
outcomes.

Now for the academics, I have a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in
Human Sexuality, Doctor of Human Sexuality (DHS), Master of
Social Work degree with a clinical focus, Master of Science degree
in Education and a Bachelor of Arts degree in Family Life
Education. I hold several sexuality related certificates including: sex
therapy, clinical sexology, Goddess Steam Womb Healing,
Women's Healing Arts, Fertility Stimulation Massage Specialist,
Birth Doula, just to name a few.



About Sacral Soul 
Sacral Soul Divine Feminine Ancestral WOMB Wellness and Sacred
Spirit Birthing is more than a name or a brand! It's PowHer! It's
ancestral healing! It's ancient medicine and wisdom! It's Love! 

Sacral Soul Divine Feminine Ancestral WOMB Wellness and Sacred
Spirit Birthing was created specifically with the purpose and intention
of helping women learn how to honor who we are as women by
honoring the sacredness, pleasure and privilege of our WOMB space. 
 We do this by empowering women with the knowledge and tools that
will help them to cleanse, (re) connect, calibrate and create the Life they
so desire by harnessing the POWHER of the WOMB Space!

Through Sacral Soul Divine Feminine Ancestral WOMB Wellness and
Sacred Spirit Birthing, we offer guidance along our journey to healing,
discover, exploring, honoring and celebrating ALL that we are and will
become! It's a space to hold our authenticity - whatever that means to
us! 

Sacral Soul Divine Feminine Ancestral WOMB Wellness and Sacred
Spirit Birthing is a safe space for you to say F! THAT! and begin to
unpack and heal the -ish that's been holding you back from walking in
your authenticity. It's necessary! It's self-care! It's permission! It's
forgiveness! It's growth! It's healing! It's pleasure! It's for YOU and for
ME! It's our sacred space! 
 
It's here we will do "THE WORK!" We will hold ourselves accountable!
We will feel our pain and fill our pain with Purpose! We will manifest
with intention! We will transcend to our highest self! WE WILL LOVE!!!
YES! WE WILL LOVE OURSELVES UNAPOLOGETICALLY!! F THAT!! WE
WILL NOT SHRINK! 



www.sacralsoul.net

drtamara@sacralsoul.net

https://facebook.com/drtamararose

https://instagram.com/drtamararose

https://youtube: Sacral Soul 

https://twitter.com/drtamararose13


